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Modeling
• Drift Diffusion Modeling
 Data were fitted using the hierarchical DDM5.
 Effects of coherence were captured by the drift
parameter (v), variability was captured by the
within-trial noise parameter (σ).
 Confidence was quantified as the landing point on
the heatmap.
• Metacognitive efficiency
 M-ratio was calculated using the meta-d’ toolbox6.
This quantifies the efficiency with which confidence
discriminates correct from errors (1=maximally efficient).

Decision making is typically characterized by a continuous
process of evidence accumulation that terminates once a
decision bound has been reached1.
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According to decisional locus
models, confidence reflects the
learned probability of making a
correct response, given the
evidence and response time2.
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Experimental task

“How confident are you that your decision is correct?”
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A model with horizontal
bounds for confidence
explains both the effect of
variance on delayed
confidence,
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According to post-decisional locus
models, evidence accumulation
continues post-choice to inform
confidence judgments3.
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Here, we integrated both views
in a single framework and tested
specific predictions depending
on the moment in time that
confidence is queried.

Immediate
confidence

... and captures higher
metacognitive efficiency with
delayed confidence
judgments.
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Manipulation of evidence variability4 generates specific,
testable predictions:
Low variance
coherenceframe f = N(cohtrial i, 0)
High variance
coherenceframe f = N(cohtrial i, .256)
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Conclusions
• Immediate confidence reflects probability of being correct. Delayed confidence violates time-based
(vertical) confidence bound predictions3 but can be characterized by a horizontal confidence bound.
• External evidence is not required for post-decisional processing.
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